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Abstract 
The technical contribution of this paper is threefold. 
First we show how to encode ftmctionals in a ‘flat’ applicative structure by adding oracles to 
untyped I-calculus and mimicking the applicative behaviour of the functionals with an impredic- 
atively defined reduction relation. The main achievement here is a Church-Rosser result for the 
extended reduction relation. 
Second, by combining the previous result with the model construction based on partial equiv- 
alence relations, we show how to extend a i-closed simple type structure to a model of the 
polymorphic I-calculus. 
Third, we specialize the previous result to a counter model against a simple minimization. This 
minimization is realized by a bar recursive functional, which contrasts the results of Spector and 
Girard which imply that the bar recursive functions are exactly those that are definable in the 
polymorphic &calculus. As a spin-off, we obtain directly the non-conservativity of the exten- 
sions of Godel’s T with bar recursion, fan functional, and Luckhardt’s minimization functional, 
respectively. For the latter two extensions these results are new. 
Keywords: Lambda calculus; Types; Polymorphism; Recursion; Partial equivalence relations 
0. Introduction 
GGdel [ 151 proved the consistency of arithmetic by means of a functional inter- 
pretation, called Dialectica interpretation after the journal in which the results first 
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appeared. The interpretation involved a system of primitive recursive functionals de- 
noted by 1T. 
Spector [32] extended Godel’s functional interpretation to analysis. This involved a 
new concept in higher-order subrecursion theory called bar recursion. Bar recursion is 
essentially a principle of definition through transfinite recursion over a weli-founded 
tree of finite sequences of functionals. Spector’s system of bar recursive functionals will 
be denoted by ilTB in this paper. Spector’s results yielded, apart from a consistency 
proof for analysis, a characterization of the provably total recursive functions (resp. 
the provable well-orderings) of analysis as those functions (resp. well-orderings) that 
are definable by bar recursion. 
In his thesis, Girard [13] extended Godel’s results cited above to second- and higher- 
order intuitionistic a~thmetic. This involved a completely new system of typed lambda 
calculi, namely second- and higher-order (typed) lambda calculus. Girard’s system 
I?, the second-order or polymorphic lambda calculus, will be denoted by 12T here 
and below. Apart from consistency proofs for second- and higher-order arithmetic, 
Girard”s results yielded characterizations of the provably total recursive functions of 
these theories in terms of definability in the corresponding typed lambda calculi. 
The metamathematical results from [ 13,321 imply that the class of bar recursive 
functions coincides with the class of functions definable in second-order typed lambda 
calculus. This phenomenon suggests a, possibly deep, relationship between bar recursion 
and second order lambda calculus, and calls for an explanation. As a special instance 
of this general problem one could consider the question of definability of functionuls 
of higher type (as opposed to fimctions) in both systems. The research reported here 
has been sparked off by this problem. 
The first difficulty that arises concerns the concept of definability itself. E.g., the 
domain of the above functions is the set of natural numbers, but for functionals it is 
not clear which (higher-type) objects should be regarded as inputs. For a comparison 
of 12T and ITB we introduce a concept of speci’cution of functionals in the lan- 
guage of 1ZT, with a notion of realizability by terms of 22T and ITB respectively. In 
the case of functions (i.e. functionals of type 1) this corresponds exactly to standard 
definability. 
We present a specification I: = Z(G), with @ a type 3 variable. The computa- 
tional inte~retation of C(@) is that @ is a certain minimization ~nctional. It will be 
shown that X has a realization in ITB, but is not realizable in 12T. This shows that 
(with our notion of realizability) lZTB and 122T have different classes of functionals 
(at least of type 3). The case of type 2 is open. It is also open whether there exists 
a type 3 functional which is definable in i/2T but not in IZTB, but we consider this 
unlikely. There is evidence that 1TB is in some sense stronger than 12T: this latter 
system interprets a purely intuitionistic theory, whereas the former also interprets a 
weak form of the Law of the Excluded Middle (Double Negation Shift, or axiom F 
from 1321). 
The positive result for ITB is proved by a purely syntactical argument: it turns out 
that there is a bar recursive term that provably satisfies the specification Z. 
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The negative proof for 122T is rather involved. It uses a counter model contain- 
ing a specific discontinuous functional. In the standard literature, however, models 
of second-order lambda calculus are usually based on some continuity principle, e.g. 
coherence spaces (see [14]) or complete partial orderings (see [29]). AIso Girard’s 
model HE02 (see [34]) exhibits an inherent continuity expressed by the Kreisel- 
Lacombe-Schoenfield Theorem. 
We apply a general model construction (inspired by HE02) for second-order systems 
based on partial equivalence relations (per). This per construction is parametrized by 
an untyped (partial) applicative structure (A, .). Each type is interpreted as a subset 
of A. Equality in the theory (at type Z, say) is modelled by an equivalence relation 
on the interpretation of type r. The objects of type zi -+ZZ are those whose applicative 
behaviour respects the equivalence relations on ri and r2. 
For the construction of a counter model based on pers (containing the discontinuous 
functional in question) one is then confronted with another problem: this type 2 func- 
tional should be encoded in a ‘flat’ applicative structure in such a way that it ‘survives’ 
the per construction, i.e. is present in the associated per model of i12T. A method for 
doing this is provided by Kleene’s [25] concept of A-definability in higher types, using 
an extension of untyped A-calculus with oracles originating from a model of first-order 
typed lambda-calculus {a so-called f,vpe ~trucfure). We use the closed term model 
associated with the resulting reduction system as the basis of a per construction. 
Combining these two techniques yields a construction for extending certain first-order 
models to second-order ones, which is interesting in itself. For our non-realizability 
result we apply this construction to the structure of all functionals over N (the SO- 
called j&D type structure over N). This does not contradict Reynolds [30]: ‘In this 
paper, we will prove that the standard set-theoretic model of the ordinary typed lambda 
calculus cannot be extended to model this [po~ymo~hic] language extension’. In fact 
the latter quote does not capture the main result of [30], which states that the type 
constructor 4 in the polymorphic lambda calculus cannot be interpreted as the set- 
theoretic function space constructor. Our results show that -+ can be interpreted in 
such a way that its restriction to simple types corresponds (up to isomorphism) to the 
function space constructor. 
The proof of the positive realizability result for llTB results moreover in direct 
non-conse~ativity proofs for extensions of AT with bar recursion, fan functional and 
Luckhardt’s minimization functional, respectively. 
This work also appeared (in a slightly extended form) in [3]. 
1. Lambda calculus with higher-type oracles 
1.1. SyFltax 
Jn this section we will extend untyped d-calculus with higher-type objects (typically 
functionals) from a type structure. The untyped applicative structure thus obtained 
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will be used to construct second-order models using partial equivalence relations (see 
Section 2.4). 
Definition 1.1.1. (i) The set of@.@-order types (notation Ui) is given by the abstract 
syntax 
Here C is a set of type constants. In this work we take Cc = (0). 
(ii) The height (or type level) of CJ E %t (notation h(o)) is defined inductively by 
h(0) = 0, 
h(cr--v) = max{~~~) + 1, h(z)). 
Notation. (i) We let -+ associate to the right, so (~-+r-+p stands for a-+(r-+p). 
(ii) Note that each first-order type is of the form 
(rr --+cQ+ . . . --w,+o. 
Such an expression will usually be abbreviated by Z-+0. Note that for each i 
h(oi) < h(L?-+O) (= maxi h(gi) + 1). 
Definition 1.1.2. (i) A first-order type structure is a structure 
such that 
(1) each ‘9& is a non-empty set; 
(2) for each o,r E 81 
is an application function (we write a . b or simply ab for App,,(a, b)). 
(ii) 93 is an w-structure if ‘Jn, = N. 
(iii) a is an %&element if a E UaET, ‘33,. This is usually loosely denoted as a E %R. 
(iv) 92 is exte~ional if for each a,a’ f ‘Xn,,,, 
ti%, E %I, [ab = a’b] 3 a = a’. 
We will freely make use of vector notation like b’ E !I%. 
The most common example of an extensional type structure is the structure of func- 
tionals over a given set. 
Definition 1.1.3. Let X be a non-empty set. The full rype structure over X (notation 
‘B{X)) is defined by setting 
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x0 = x, 
x - x,K c-1 - 
and 
f . a = f(u). 
Of course !JX(kJ) is an extensional w-type structure. 
The idea of adding higher-type oracles to untyped ,4-calculus originates from Kleene 
[25]. He used this idea to prove the equivalence between recursiveness and lambda 
definability in higher types on m(tV). 
In the sequel, let ‘9JI = ((m2,ku,, (APP~,~)~,GT, ) be an extensional w-type structure. 
Definition 1.1.4. (i) For each ‘9X-element of higher type a E 9JI, (with B $ 0), let a 
be a constant associated with a. The collection of these so-called oracles is denoted 
by Glm. 
(ii) The set of kJ.R-terms (notation #JJI) is defined by the following abstract syntax. 
n9JI = V 1 ByJj / (Arm km) 1 (nv.nm). 
We use the same notational conventions for XR-terms as we do for I-terms; see 
[I]. The set of closed RW-terms is denoted by ,49JI. 
The principal reduction relation is B-reduction. A second notion of reduction will be 
added to the system. We suppose the reader is familiar with the concept of reduction re- 
lations and induced conversion relations (denoted by -+b, -HP, and =b for P-reduction). 
Now we consider the constants in AYJI as higher-type oracles. Some care is needed: 
the result of applying a constant of type, say, (O&+0)+0-0 to a type O-0 object is 
not an object of the corresponding type O-+0. Instead, oracles of type (O-tO)--+O*O 
only give a result if supplied with both a type O-+0 and a type 0 object. In view of 
the type 0 objects being the only ‘observables’ in calculations, and the oracles giving 
results of computations in one single step, this is only natural. 
As the basic ‘observable’ objects are natural numbers, we can use some standard 
representations of natural numbers in untyped kcalculus. Adding other basic types for 
observables (e.g. booleans) can also be modelled using the standard representations of 
the corresponding objects. We will restrict ourselves to the natural numbers. We use 
the Church numerals to represent these. 
Definition 1.1.5. (i) Let F,M E A%Jl. For every n E IQ, the nth iteration of F on M 
(notation F”(M)) is defined inductively by 
P(M) z M, 
P+‘(M) 3 F(F”(M)). 
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(ii) For each n E N, the nth Church numeral is defined by 
r-12 ’ zz ifx.f”(x). 
It is well known that the system (‘n ‘jnE~ is adequate with respect to recursive func- 
tions: each total recursive function is I-definable with respect to the Church numerals. 
Not every adequate numeral system is suitable for the applications in Section 2; e.g. 
the recursor (needed for the interpretation of AT) is not definable with respect to the 
(adequate) unsolvable numeral system from [2]. One can work safely with the Church 
numerals, however. 
Definition 1.1.6. For each a E %R the standard re~re~e~tafion of a (notation a) is 
defined by 
rul if aE!lXe, 
a= - 
a otherwise. 
Definition 1.1.7. Let --+R be a notion of reduction (on &Ill), A E ~41131, and a E ‘3X, 
say a E %tlnf_.+e_ Then A is said to R-represent a (notation A DR a) if for all b’ E !I& 
one has 
.+ 
Ab =R & (S ‘Uhl). 
In particular, A DR n iff A =R rn 1. This notion is extended to sequences (2 DR a’) in 
the obvious way. 
The aim is to construct a reduction relation -f’~n such that for any a,bi and g (of 
appropriate types) 
ai -QJ rag1 if B’ Dggt b’. (*> 
Here @IR-reduction is defined by --+/jg~l= --+b U --+w. Note that if ‘3 Dsm g would 
be replaced by ‘i D/j g’, the reduction ---+gt could immediately be obtained by so- 
called S-reduction making some external function internal (see [I, Section 15.31). 
This co~esponds to the notion of oracle in recursion theory. In (*), however, the 
behaviour of the oracle is specified in terms of itself, since a can occur in 
B. 
Because of this impredicativity, the question arises whether or not -+gl can be well 
defined. This is indeed the case. The idea is to generate -+w in stages, according to a 
certain inductive operator. 
De~i~on 1.1.8. Let R 5 A9JI x &Ill be a relation. The cQm~ati~~e closure of R (no- 
tation R) is defined inductively as follows. 
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Mi?M’ =+ MNi?M’N, 
NM i? NM’, 
hz.M R h44’. 
227 
Example 1.1.9. +p = {((hc.M)N,M[x := N]) 1 A4, N E A!W, x E V}. 
Definition 1.1.10. The operator Iv12 : g~(klJl x LIJI) + @(/1‘9Jl x kJJ2) is defined by 
l-w(R) = {(a$ raP) I a E m,f,,,, 
Lemma 1.1.11. I?SJJ is monotone. That 
R CR’ =s- rgjl(R) C r\gt(R’). 
Proof. By monotonicity of - and the fact that Dp is monotone in R. 0 
Now the stages in the inductive definition are defined by setting for each ordinal 
number c (cf. [ 191) 
I%, = IVnl(U{I& I 29 < 01. (**I 
Using the denotation I’% = U{I’& 1 19 < [}, the expression (**) becomes 
r$Jjl = r,(r$). 
From the theory of inductive definitions we know that for some minimal is, I’$ is 
the least fixed point of I’gr, so 
I& = I(&), 
‘Ul ‘))1 
We define -+‘J)l = r& It is clear that this +~r indeed satisfies 
aB ---+9x rag1 if B’ Dp~l 6’. 
As a consequence, the standard representations behave in the following way, as 
expected. 
Lemma 1.1.12. Let a E ‘9.X. Then a Dp.~l a. 
Proof. Note that a Dbgr a iff ~5 =bs~r &. One verifies the property for each a E 3% 
by induction on the height of 0’. 0 
Recently, Jager and Strahm [22] have described a method for generating a reduction 
relation based on a first-order applicative theory, using similar transfinite induction 
techniques (but without the underlining technique used in the next section). 
The original reduction system of Kleene [25] used more restrictive contraction rules 
(requiring for a redex aM that A4 is closed and in normal form). The resulting reduction 
system, however, is not suitable for our applications in the next chapter. A system 
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with less restrictive contraction rules (only requiring closedness) is described in [3S]. 
Our reduction relation is the most general: there are no syntactical restrictions on the 
form of an oracle redex. As a consequence, the proof of the Church-Rosser is more 
complicated than earlier ones. Our proof (see the next section) has been inspired by 
[351. 
1.2. The Church-Rosser property 
In this section we will show that /%&reduction is Church-Rosser, or conjbent. 
Definition 1.2.1. We say that a reduction relation -+R on &IX is Church-Rosser if for 
all M,Mt,& E Aa 
M-+RN,~M+RN2 =+ 3N[N, --+RNANz++RN], 
in a picture 
The Church-Rosser property has two important consequences: normal forms are 
unique, and normal forms can be found by reduction: if M has R-normal form N, then 
M-RN. 
Main Theorem 1.2.2. B%4-reduction is Church-Rosser. 
The Main Theorem will be proved by showing for each ordinal c that the reduction 
relation --+p U II& is Church-Rosser, using transfinite induction. 
To simplify notation, let --Q abbreviate I?‘&. Similarly one defines --+~c, ---Q), =BC, 
etc. 
The proof will occupy the rest of this section. We start with some auxiliary results, 
Substitution Lemma 1.2.3. Let M, N,L E AlMZ and x,y E V, such that x $ y and 
x @ FV(L). Then 
M[x := N][y := L] = M[y := L][x := N[y :=I L]]. 
Proof. By an easy induction on M. Cl 
Lemma 1.2.4. Let M,N E .4%X. IfM q(c) N, then for some 1.9 < [ one has M =pe N. 
Proof. By induction on the generation of --p(c). 0 
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~oposition 1.2.5. The $eZution =pl is substitutive, i.e. 
‘44 =pi M’ ==s M[x := NJ ‘pi M’[x := N]. 
Proof. (By tramfinite induction on [, and induction on the generation of =a(). We 
only treat the prime cases --+/r and -+;. Let L* denote L[x := N]. As to the (p) 
contraction rule, note that 
((~~~.~)Q)* G (2.y*P”)Q)* 
--+p P*[y := Q*] 
zz (P[y := g>*, by the Substitution Lemma. 
Now consider ai -+; rag1, where @ Dpcc, g. We claim that I?* Dp(;) $. As to com- 
ponent i, say bi E %RJ._+~. Let Z E YJ&. Then 
so by Lemma 1.2.4, for some 0 < i 
Therefore by the induction hypothesis (of the transfinite induction) 
(Biz)* ~88 (‘biZ’)*, 
which means 
This proves the claim. Now a* --tc r&J and we are done. Cl 
Corollary 1.2.6. Dbc is substitutive, i.e. 
A Du< a + A[x := N] Dpc a. 
Now we can show that -‘PC is Church-Rosser for each 5, by a transfinite induction. 
In the sequel, let { be an ordinal number, and suppose ~~-reduction is Church-Rosser 
for all iJ < [. We will use ‘main induction hypothesis’ to refer to this assumption. 
We use a method due to Hindley [ 181 and Rosen [31]. 
Hindley-Rosen Lemma 1.2.7. Let -+I and -9 be reduction relutions. Suppose 
(1) -+I is Church-Rosser, 
(2) ---q is Church-Rosser, 
(3) +q and -9~ confute, i.e. 
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Then +I U -9 is Church-Rosser. 
Proof. By an easy diagram chase. 0 
Lemma 1.2.8. Let M 3~ N express that M +b N or M G N. Then 
N1 N2 
Proof. Say M %,I NI, M 3~ N2 where A, E (Ax.P)Q, A2 E ai with B’ Dp(o b’. (This 
is the ‘most complex situation’ for +I; the case that M -+ N2 according to ([) is treated 
similarly.) We distinguish cases as to the relative positions of A, and A2 in M. 
Case 1: A, and A2 are disjoint. The result is trivial. 
Case 2: A, C AZ. Let L?’ be the result of contacting A2 in B’. Then B’ Dpcc, b’ since 
i =p B’ so the situation is as follows. 
Case 3: A2 2 A,. Then either A2 & P or A2 5 Q. 
Case 3a: A2 5 P. Let P’ be the result of contracting A2 in P. Then 
. . . p’[x := Q] . . 
is a correct diagram since Z[X := Q] Db(c) b’ by Corollary 1.2.6. 
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Case 3b: A2 Z Q. Let Qf be the result of contacting A2 in Q. Then one has 
where the number of steps in the -q reduction depends on the multjp~icity of x in P. 
n 
Proposition 1.2.9. -+B and --I+; c~~~u~e. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2.8 one has 
Now by a diagram chase suggested in the following diagram we are done. 
IV 
In the following we will show that --q is Church-Rosser. We first prove some facts 
about representation of elements in the type structure. 
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Non-ambiguity Lemma 1.2.10. (i) Let b,,bz E %RJ~_o. Then 
(ii) Let nl,n2 E N. Then 
a13 --ii ‘nl l, ai --+i ‘nzl 3 nl = n2. 
Proof. (i) Suppose B Dar, 61 and B Dpfc) b2. Let Z E %I&. Then 
Bc ==B(i) ‘b, c”, 
so for some 61 < 5 one has 
Similarly one shows that for some 192 < [ 
Now suppose (without loss of generality) fir 682. Then also Bc=bg2 rblc”. Note that 
numerals are normal forms; hence rblc’l E rb2C’l by the Church-Rosser property for 
P&-reduction. Now by extensionality of ‘34 the result follows. 
(ii) By (i). q 
Corollary 1.2.11. Dpg, can be considered as a partial mapping. 
In order to keep track of specific [-redexes during reduction, we introduce a kind 
of underlining similar to the indexing employed by Barendregt [I] in the proof of the 
Church-Rosser property for ~-reduction. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Marking). (i) The set of terms with marked i-redexes (notation 
m) is defined inductively as follows. Below, M- denotes A4 after removal of all 
markings; this is defined simultaneously. 
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Moreover 
a- = a, 
(MN)_ EE M-N-, 
(k.M)- Es Id .M-: 
(ii) For each 19<[, the notions of reduction +e, +p are defined in the same way 
as before, giving a exactly the same behaviour as a. So the contraction rules are 
ai -+ r&J if i? Dp($) g, 
gi --+ r&J if @- D~(ti, 6’. 
Notice that J%J is closed under reduction by Corollary 1.2.6. 
Observing that ~3 and ag act the same, it is not hard to believe that 4~8 is Church- 
Rosser for each 19 < [. This is made precise in the following technical results. Below, 
A4 5 N expresses that M- E N. 
Lemma 1.2.13 (Lifting). 
Proof. First consider a one step reduction. Then N’ is obtained by contracting the 
corresponding redex in M’. The general statement follows by transitivity. 0 
Lemma 1.2.14 (Projecting). 
- I I M', N' E 1\M - M,NEA!M 
M 
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Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Proposition 1.2.15. /36-reduction is Church-Rosser for each 19 < [. - 
Proof. By the main induction hypothesis, P&reduction is Church-Rosser. Now by 
lifting and projecting reduction sequences we can erect the following diagram. 
PO - :\A ‘.. ‘. 
Pi,.. ‘._ M; 
‘.. 
.,.. 
;‘. - 
.:’ ” 4 I 
.‘. A79 : M2 
With a little thought one sees that N{ and Ni must be syntactically equal (otherwise 
trace back differently marked redexes). 0 
We use denotations =p$ and =b(~) like for the unmarked system. Results for -+bfi 
can easily be translated izo corresponding ones for the marked systems. 
Definition 1.2.16. Let M E &%J. Then G(M) E XYJI is defined as follows. 
So Cp contracts marked [-redexes. Note that Q is well-defined (use the Non-ambiguity 
Lemma in the last clause). 
Lemma 1.2.17. @(M[x := N]) = (P(M)[x := Q(N)]. 
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Proof (Induction on M). The cases x, a, M1A42 and Ax. MI are easy. Now consider 
A4 z gi, with B- Dpco 6. By Corollary 1.2.6 also i?[x := N] Dp(c) 6, so 
aQB[x := N]) 3 r&1 
3 TqgB)[x := Q(N)]. 0 
In diagrams we use M 3 N to indicate that Q(M) E N. 
Lemma 1.2.18. For each 6 < [ 
Proof (By transjnite induction on 8). Suppose r9 < [ and the statement holds for all 
d’ < r9. We proceed by induction on the generation of ++Bs. First consider a one step - 
reduction --+pti. 
Case 1: M”p N is (J_x.P)Q 4~ P[x := Q]. Then we are done by Lemma 1.2.17. 
Case 2: M --+p19 N is aB + rag1 where k Dbcd) b”. Note that @(ai) e a@(B). - 
Claim. a(g) Dg(8) b. 
Then we are done. 
Proof of the Claim. For all i and Z (of appropriate types) one has by assumption 
so for some 19’ < ti 
Therefore B;Z -181 rbiZ1 by the main induction hypothesis, so Bit -++pp ‘biZ’ by - 
lifting. Now by the hypothesis of the transfinite induction 
Hence also @(Bi)c =p(ti) ‘bit?‘. This proves the claim. 0 
Case 3: M -+p N is & --) ragl, where @ Dg(8, b’. Then a@) G rag1 and we 
are done. 
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The other cases (regarding the compatibility rules) are easy. Moreover, the general 
statement follows by transitivity. 0 
Proof (Induction on the structure of M). The most interesting case is h4 z gg where 
B’- Do 8. Then G?(M) = r~&l and M- E a& -+c ra61, so we are done. q 
Proof. (i) Say A4 3~ Ml. Let M’ E &XJ be the term obtained by marking A in M. 
By the Lemmas 1.213, 12.18 and 12.19 one can erect the following diagram 
(ii) By (i) and an easy diagram chase. cl 
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Lemma 1.2.21. 
M 
237 
Proof. Set A4 3 MI, M 3 A42. Distinguish cases as to the relative positions of A i 
and AZ. 
Case 1: A, and A2 are disjoint. This case is trivial. 
Case 2: Ai and A2 coincide. Then we are done by the Non-ambiguity Lemma 
1.2.10. 
Case 3: Ai s AZ, say At E aiBi, it Dp(o &, A2 E a&, 22 D,Y(~ $2. Let 22 be 
the result of replacing Ai in 22 by ‘aI& l. (In fact, this substitution affects only one 
B2i.l 
Proof As to Bi;, let c’ be of the appropriate types. Then 
for some 6 < [, so by the main induction hypothesis (see the remark following 
Corollary 1.2.6) B2iz -++pd rb2iZ’. By Proposition 1.2.2O(ii) for some P 
_ 
B2i4: * rb2;c’1 
But rb2iZ’ is in [-nf so P E rb2iZ’. Therefore Biic =bd ‘b2iZ’ and hence Biiz =/j(c) 
rb2iZ’. This proves the claim. q 
So we have 
q 
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Proposition 1.2.22. [-reduction is ChurckRosser. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2.21 one has 
g”\ 
5 
E 
Ml M2 
r Y 
: 
=.t I: 
N 
Now the following diagram chase shows that -+; is Church-Rosser. 
Corollary 1.2.23. fl[-reduction is ChurchkRosser. 
Proof. By the Hindley-Rosen Lemma, using Propositions 1.2.9 and 1.2.22, and the 
fact that jI-reduction is Church-Rosser. 0 
Now we have completed the main transfinite induction. 
Theorem 1.2.24. /FIX-reduction is ChurchkRosser. 
2. First- and second-order lambda calculus 
2.1. Syntax 
In this section we describe the syntax of some systems of first-order lambda calculus 
and of their second-order extensions. 
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The first-order system I’, the so-called simply typed lambda calculus was introduced 
by Church [lo]. Its second-order extension A2 of polymorphic lambda calculus is due 
to Girard [13]. 
The first- and second-order systems are distinguished by their respective sets of 
types, Ti , 82. The set Ti has been introduced before (see Section 1.1). 
Definition 2.1.1. The sets of first- and second-order types are given by the following 
abstract syntax. 
Here V = {LX, 8, LX’, . } is an infinite set of type variables, and C is a set of type 
constants. 
In this work we take @ = (0). Types from UI are sometimes called simple types 
and types from TX polymorphic types. Note that 81 c Tz. In the sequel, 0, z, CJ’, 
range over types. It is convenient to single out some special simple types called pure 
types: 1 E O-+0, 2 z l+O, and so on. 
The terms of the systems are built from typed variables and typed constants (specific 
for each system), using application and lambda abstraction. Below, 10 ranges over 
systems. 
Definition 2.1.2. (i) For each type 0, let 
Var, = {vi, vy, . . .} 
be an infinite set of variables of type CF. Below, x, y,z, . . range over variables; their 
respective types are indicated by superscripts (x0) when necessary. 
(ii) For each type cr we assume a set Cons,(lZ!Zl) of constants of type CT to be given. 
For the base systems A’ and A2 one takes Cons,(lZO) = 0 for each (T. 
(iii) For each 0 E %I, U2 respectively, the set of AU-terms of type o (notation 
Term,(lZO)) is defined inductively as follows. 
X’ E Var, + x0 E Term,(rZO), 
c E Cons,(ACl) + c E Term,(llJ), 
METerm O-,(AU), N E Term,(lZO) + (MN) E Term,(rZO), 
A4 E Term,(lO), x5 E Var, + (k”.M) E Terni,,,( 
For the second-order systems we also include 
M E TermvX.o(AO), z E U2 * (MT) E Tetm,[,,=,I(lZQ 
M E Term,(lZO), a E V + (AaM) E Termv,.,(rZO). 
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(iv) The set of 1 O-terms is 
Terrn(A 0) = U Term,(A 0). 
C 
For IZE-terms we use the denotational conventions of Barendregt [I]. 
Example 2.1.3. (i) Typical examples of AT-terms are 
x0 of type 0, 
f’ of type 1, 
I~flxo.,f(fx) of type l-0+0, 
(Af’x”.f(fx))(Ayo.y) of type O-+0 (E 1). 
(ii) Typical examples of I22-terms are 
Acd2x of type YX.X+CI, 
Adf ““x’.f(fx) of type V’M.(C~+X)-+CI+CL, 
(Ax.ix”x)l of type l+l. 
Here and below we assume familiarity with notions such as FV(M), the set of free 
variables of M, hygienic substitution (expressed by [X := N], [a := r] etc.), closed 
term, and so on. The usual care in dealing with variables should be exercised. For 
example, in Aa.M we assume that the type variable CY does not occur free in any 
type of a free term variable occurring in M. Furthermore we shall tacitly assume that 
terms are well-typed and shall reduce type superscripts to a minimum that is needed to 
reconstruct the types of the constituents of a well-typed term. Below, F, . . . ,M,M’, . . . , Y 
range over terms. 
For the moment, we focus on equational AU-theories. We view these systems in 
the first place as models of (higher-order, subrecursive) computation. In this view the 
choice for equational theories is natural. Moreover, equational theories exhibit an attrac- 
tive conceptual simplicity. In Section 3, we will consider extensions with quantifier-free 
arithmetic and with propositional logic. 
Definition 2.1.4. The formulas of 10 are equations M =d N with cr a type of 10 
and M and N terms of AU of type (T. Typical examples of such equations can 
be found in the inference rules that define the theories AU below. In the sequel, 
E, E’, E(x, y), . . range over equations, and (to smoothen future extensions) cp, c$, . . 
over arbitrary formulas. We shall omit the type subscript in equations when confusion 
is not likely. 
Definition 2.15 The theories rZEl are built up from axioms and rules that naturally 
divide into two groups. 
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1. Lambda calculus axioms and rules. We distinguish the following subgroups. 
(Ll ) Basic axioms and rules for simply typed lambda calculus (first order). 
Primary axioms: 
(I-Xx”. M)N =T M[x := N] 
and 
provided x $5’ FV(M). 
Equality rules: 
M =(i N 
M =G M 
N =O h4 
Compatibility rules: 
M =,,-....I N M =Q N 
ML =T NL FM =T FN 
(PI > 
(al > 
M =G N N =G L 
M =4 L 
M =r N 
;.x”.M =G_T /W.N 
(Fi 1 
(L2) Axioms and rules for polymorphism (second order). 
Primary axioms: 
(ALX.M)z =a[r:=r] M[cc := z] (B2) 
and 
A!X. Mcr =vz, O M (?I2 1 
provided that c1 is loose in M, i.e. not free in any type occurring in M 
(optional rule, not used in this work). 
Equality and compatibili~ axioms/rules extended to the second-order case, 
including: 
M =Qct.ci N M =,, N 
(t-2) 
MT =oka:=i, NT Acc.M =Vx.n Acr.N 
2. Defining equations for consian~~, to be described separately for each system. 
The corresponding deduction relations I--AU are defined as usual in natural deduction 
systems. 
For some extensions of the systems described in this section, it is necessary to allow 
derivations to depend on ass~mp~i5ns (r I- rp as opposed to just t cp), which is no 
problem in a natural deduction system. This is not standard in lambda calculus; some 
additional care in dealing with variables should be exercised. The {-rule has to be 
restricted: J.x.M = 2x.N can only be inferred from M = N when x does not occur free 
in any assumption on which M = N depends. 
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Remark 2.1.6. The q-axiom is in fact equivalent to the following rule of extensional- 
ity. 
Mx” =T Nx” 
@XT) 
M =0-r N 
Here x must neither occur in FV(M), nor in FV(N), nor in any assumption on which 
the premiss depends. The q-axiom will mostly be used in the form of the rule (EXT). 
One of the best known extensions of d’ is Giidel’s T, which results by adding 
constants for natural numbers and primitive recursion. We refer to this system as IZT. 
Its second-order version r22T is in fact equivalent to Girard’s Systeme F. 
Definition 2.1.7. (i) The systems 1T (first order) and 122T (second order) are based 
on 1’ (resp. 122) but allow the typed constants 
0, S, Rm 
where 0 is of type 0 and S is of type 1, with intended interpretation zero respectively 
the successor function (the intended interpretation of 0 is the set of natural numbers). 
We use the abbreviations 0 = 0, 7 = SO, 2 = S(SO), and so on. The constants 
R, of type CY+(O--+P+S)+O+Q are added for all types B of the system in question; 
their intended interpretation is that of primitive recursor. 
(ii) The rules for these constants are the following. 
R,MNO =n M R,MN(SP) =,, NP(R,MNP) (CR) 
A typical example of a AT-term is Add E L~~y~.R~x(Iz~p~.Sp)y. Then, e.g. 
Add 2 3 =O 3 is provable in IZT. 
Let us expand a bit on the relation between first-order and second-order systems. 
Definition 2.1.8. Let IZO be a first-order system. The plain polymorphic extension of 
10 (notation (n0)2) is the second-order system that has the same constants as IZO, 
and the rules of li? extended with (L2). 
Obviously, 122 = (1’)‘. Note that, however, 12T # (IT)’ since 12T contains prim- 
itive recursors R, for all types 0 E T2. As a consequence, extending 1T to 12T --- 
increases the computation power on the first-order numerals 0, 1,2,. . . of type 0. This 
can be seen as follows. Write c, E n&f ‘+‘x’.f”(x) for the nth polymorphic Church 
numeral of type PolyNat E V’cx.(a+a)+a-+c~ 
Theorem 2.1.9. (i) The IT-representable functions on the first-order numerals are 
exactly those that are provably total in Peano Arithmetic (PA). 
(ii) The 1Zrepresentable functions on the polymorphic Church numerals are ex- 
actly the provably total functions of second-order Heyting arithmetic (HA*). 
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Proof. (i) See [15]. 
(ii) See [13]. In [l 11, some examples of rapidly growing definable functions (e.g. 
Efj recursive) are given. Cl 
Using the ‘new’ primitive recursors in 22T one can transfer the compu~tion power 
on PoiyNat to 0. 
Proposition 2.1.10. In 12T there exist terms 
TI oj’ type Po1yNat-t0, 
TZ of type O-+PolyNat, 
such that ,for each n E N 
T, c,, = ;, 
Tz; = c,. 
Proof. Take 
T, = ,I_x~“~~~~, x OS0 I) 
and 
where Succ = AltlPoiyNat~a~~+r cf x .,f(t~twf‘x) represents the successor function on the 
polymorphic Church numerals. q 
Corollary 2.1.11. The IZZT-dejnable functions on the jirst-order numerals are those 
that are provably total in HAz. 
Plain second-order extensions are investigated in [S]. We will return to this in Section 
2.6. 
2.2. Semantics of first-order systems 
In this section we describe the basic semantical notions for ii’ and its extensions. The 
exposition is based on work by Friedman [12]. The mathematical basis of first-order 
semantics is the notion of type structure (see Section 1.1). 
Below, 1.17 ranges over the first-order systems. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let 5132 be a type structure. (i) A (term) valuation in ‘JJ1 is a map 
p : Var(ilU) --+ 9JI 
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such that for all variables x” 
/9(x”) E 93,. 
The set of all valuations is denoted by Val(9.R). In the sequel, p,p’, . . . range over 
valuations. 
(ii) A AU-interpretation in ))31 is a map 
[ ] : Terrn(lZO) x Val(%lI) -+ W 
(we write [MJ, instead of [ J(M,p)) that is type correct, i.e. for all M,p 
M E Term,(lZO) + [[Ml, E !I%, 
and moreover satisfies 
uxn, = Ax>, 
IIMNl, =IPfn, . ITNIp 
[ix”. M&, . a = [MjjPC,,,,, for each a E W,, 
and 
p r FV(M) = p’ 1 FV(M) =+ EM], = [Mj,,. 
Definition 2.2.2. A IO-structure consists of a type structure ‘9.R together with a LO- 
interpretation in !lJI: 
Notions for type structures, such as ‘extensionality’ and ‘o-structure’, carry over to 
lZE-structures in the obvious way. 
Recall the full type structures W(X). There is a straightforward way to interpret 
IT-terms in this structure, namely as functionals. In the mm(N) case this interpretation 
can be extended to AT. 
Definition 2.2.3. (i) The AT-interpretation [ ] in %X(X) is defined by 
IMI, = P(X)> 
WNI, = UMll,WD,)~ 
where 1 denotes meta lambda abstraction. One easily verifies that [r ] satisfies the 
requirements in Definition 2.2.1. This gives a J.r-structure, which is also denoted by 
m(x). 
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(ii) Consider !IR(lV). Extend the interpretation in (i) with 
l&q, = AnEN. nfl, 
lUMl, = f c> 
where f0 is such that 
juabn = { ah(n- 1 )(f&(n- 1)) 
if n = 0, 
if n > 0. 
(Note that such an f. exists in ~O+a_O_a)_a+V. ) This gives a IT-interpretation in 
m(N). 
The interpretation of types ([a] = ‘D,) is not mentioned explicitly. The notion of 
satisfaction of equations and sequents is defined in the obvious way. 
Definition 2.2.4. Let ‘!IJI be a lZUstructure as above. 
(i) For A4,N E Term,(lO) one defines 
(ii) !IJI satisfies I? t- E (notation I j==,nl E) if for all p 
‘JJ, p + E whenever for each A in I Y-II, P b A. 
(iii) !JJ is a model of 10 if 
Now we can show that the 1’ structures YJI(X) are in fact models of A’, and likewise 
m(fV) for AT. 
We first state and prove some general technical results. 
Substitution Lemma 2.2.5. Let ‘9X be a AUstructure. Suppose YJl is extensional. Let 
n/r, N E Term(lZ 0) with N E Term,(lO). Then 
p!l[xU := Nin, = mfnp~x~:=~NB,,~. 
Proof. Induction on M. q 
Remark 2.2.6. In fact, the condition that %I is extensional can be relaxed. As to a 
more refined approach, call YJI a (-structure if W satisfies the t-axiom: 
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One can prove the above substitution result for [-structures (however with considerable 
effort like in the untyped case, cf. [I, Lemma 5.3.31). But one can show 
YJI is extensional * 9-R is a r-structure. 
Since our models are extensional we work with extensionality to shorten our proofs. 
Theorem 2.2.7. Let ‘9.3 be extensional. Then %I is a model of 1’. 
Proof (By induction on the derivation of I? Fir M = N). As to the rules and axioms 
of (Ll), for (pi) note that 
[(ix”. M)N&, = [A”. Ml, . I[N& 
= n-m,~,o:=~,l,,, 
= [[M[x” := N]n,, by the Substitution Lemma. 
The soundness of the (vi)-axiom is verified as follows. For each a E 9Jln, 
Hence by extensionality [J_P.Mxn, = [Ml,. The validity of the compatibility rules is 
easily checked. 0 
Corollary 2.2.8. (i) ‘D(X) is a model of A’. 
(ii) ‘D( IU ) is a model of AT. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 2.2.7. 
(ii) By extension of the proof of Theorem 2.2.7. The axioms in (CR) are obviously 
satisfied by construction of [T&j, [Sjj and [[On. 0 
2.3. Semantics of second-order systems 
In this subsection we will describe a generalized version of a well-known model 
construction for some second-order systems. A general setting for arbitrary second- 
order models will not be given; the reader is referred to [7,9]. 
A straightforward function-theoretic construction does not work because of the im- 
predicative nature of second-order A-calculus. E.g., the term I E Aa.Axxax of type 
VCU--+O! can be applied to its own type. Sticking to the function-theoretic setting one 
is tempted to interpret I as a function. But then [In E I[V’cl.a-tal]. whereas at the 
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same time [VMJX-M’J must be a valid argument for [I], which is impossible by the 
foundation axiom in set theory. 
The model construction described below makes use of the idea of partial equivalence 
relations on the domain of a certain (untyped) applicative structure. 
Since the types may now contain free variables, the type inte~retation is no longer 
fixed but depends on a type valuation dealing with type variables. 
The interpretation of terms is very simple: first the type information is erased and 
then the resulting term is interpreted in the untyped structure mentioned above. 
Definition 2.3.1. (i) A partial applicative structure is a structure 
9I = {A, .) 
where A is a non-empty set, called the domain of %, and * : A x A ---) A is a partial 
application function. Again we often write ab for a. b. 
(ii) By p we denote partial equality of expressions: p N q iff either p and q are 
undefined, or p and q are both defined and equal. 
Given a partial applicative structure, we consider the collection of so-called partial 
equivalence relations on its domain. The second-order types are then inte~reted as 
elements of this collection. 
Definition 2.3.2. Let A be a set, and RCA x A. 
(i) R is a partial equivalence relation (per) if R is symmetric and transitive. By 
PER(A) we denote the collection of all such relations. 
(ii) The domain of R is the set 
domR={aEAIZIa’EA [aRa’ora’Ra]}. 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let R be a per on A. Then 
domR = {a E A / a R a}. 
Proof. (C) Let a E dom R, say (without toss of generality) a R a’. Then a’ R a by 
symmetry, so a R a by ~ansitivity. 
(2) Trivial. D 
Note that a per R is an equivalence relation on dom R. 
For the following definitions, fix a partial applicative structure ‘9X = (A, .). 
Definition 2.3.4. (i) For relations R,S on A, the function relation R-4 is defined as 
follows. 
a R-8 a’ w \Jb, b’ [b R b’ s- ab S a’b’], 
where it is understood that ab S a’b’ only holds if both abJ and a’b’l. 
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(ii) If (Ri)iEI is a collection of relations on A, then the intersection relation &, Ri 
is defined by setting 
a A Ri a’ ++ Vi E I [a Ri a’]. 
it/ 
Lemma 2.3.5. (i) Zf R, S E PER(A), then R-4 E PER(A). 
(ii) If (Ri)iE/ is a collection in PER(A), then /jrE, Ri E PER(A). 
Proof. (i) Suppose R,S E PER(A). The symmetry of R-4’ follows directly from the 
symmetry of R and S. As to transitivity, let a,a’,a” E A. Suppose 
a R-d a’. a’ R+S a”. 
Let b,b’ E A with b R b’. Then ab S a’b’. Moreover b’ R b’ by Lemma 2.3.3, so 
a’b’ S a”b’. Therefore by transitivity of S one has ab S a”b. Hence a R-S a”. 
(ii) Straightforward. q 
If we have an interpretation of the type constants in PER(A), then each polymorphic 
type can be mapped into PER(A). The resulting structure is called a per structure (cf. 
‘type structure’ in the first-order case). 
Definition 2.3.6. (i) A per structure is a structure 
consisting of a partial applicative structure and a valuation of type constants 5: @ + 
PER(A). 
(ii) For each CJ E U2 and type valuation 5 : V + PER(A) the per interpretation in 
!@ of o under 5, notation [cr]t = [o]iF E PER(A), is defined inductively as follows. 
[Cl[ = F_(c), 
[Ml< =5(co, 
[~+I< = [olp[~ls, 
Walt = A [~l&=R). 
REPER(A) 
This is a sound definition by Lemma 2.3.5. 
Since we allow type systems with constants we also consider untyped A-terms with 
constants. If C is a given set then we write A(C) for the set of untyped terms extended 
with constants from C. 
Definition 2.3.7. A partial A(C)-interpretation in (A, .) consists of a constant valua- 
tion 
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and a partial map 
Q J) : n(C) x Val(A) -+A 
(where Val(A) is defined in the obvious way), such that 
GD,, 2 P(X), 
@CD, E V(c) ifc E C, 
WND, 2 fI~D,4ND,, 
CI~QfD,L 
6k".MD, a 2 WDpcx:=aJ, 
and moreover 
p r FV(M) = p’ 1 FV(M) + @WI), = @kfD,,. 
Fact 2.3.8. There exists a partial A-interpretation into (A, .) if there exist k,s E A such 
that for all a,b,c E A 
kai, kab rv a, 
sal, sabl, sabc rv ac(bc). 
Then (I D is obtained by translating each A-term to its combinatory variant (using K,S) 
and then using k,s above for the interpretation in A. 
An example is Kleene’s applicative structure (N, .) with a recursion-theoretic inter- 
pretation of n (= A(0)). 
Example 2.3.9. Set X = (N, .) where 
e .x T {e}(x). 
Define a D by 
where in.lC/(n) stands for the choice of a (canonical) index for the partial recursive 
function $. One easily verifies that In’.QMD,,,,,,, is partial recursive and indices can 
be found effectively. Then (I D is a partial I.-interpretation in X. 
Now let 20 range over the second-order systems. 
Definition 2.3.10. A per structure for I.0 is a structure 
‘p = 6% .> y_, v, (ID) 
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such that 
( 1) (A, ., .F) is a per structure; 
(2) Y and a J) constitute a partial R(Cons(lU))-interpretation i (A, .); 
(3) (9, Y) is a constant valuation pair, i.e. for each c E Cons,(lU) and 4 one has 
Y(c) E dom[a]g. 
We omit Y/ if Cons(lO) = 0. 
Terms of AL? are first interpreted in the domain of a per structure ‘$I by erasing 
type information and using the interpretation function in ‘$ . 
Definition 2.3.11. (i) The erase-type map 1 / : Term(ZU) -+ A(Cons(K3)) is defined 
inductively as follows. 
where x0 is an untyped variable uniquely determined by x0. 
(ii) For M E Term(lCi), p : Var(lD) -+ A one defines the peP- interpretation of M 
by 
Wlp = a: h-4 DIpI 
where IpI is such that for each variable x” 
lPlWl> = PW. 
(iii) Let M E Term(ilO). Then (p, 5) is a valuation pair for M (notation (P, 5) )_ M) 
if for all x” E FV(M) one has p(x”) E dom[o]f. 
Now we want to show that this gives rise to a type correct interpretation, i.e. each 
per structure is at least a model of type assignment. 
Decagon 2.3.12. Let 5j3 be a per st~ctur~ for AR. 
(i) Let p, p’ be term valuations in !$I , and let 5 be a type valuation. Let X C Var( AU). 
Then p and p’ are ~-equivalent with respect to X (notation p G$ p’) if 
p(x”) [o]; p’(Y) for all x” E X 
WW I (ii) By p E? p’ we abbreviate p =5 p . 
Note that if p zy p’ then both (p, 5) and (p’, 5) are valuation pairs for M. 
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Substitution Lemma 2.3.13. [a[cr := z]]~ = [n]gcl:=,rI,j. 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of cr. Cl 
The main technical tool to show type correctness of the per inte~retation of terms 
is the following. 
Proposition 2.3.14. For UN M E Term,(l,Cl) and all aaluations p,p’, r 
p z$ p’ =+ [Al& [D]< [MIPj. 
Proof. Induction on A4. •II 
Corollary 2.3.15 (Type correctness). Let M E Term,(lZU). Then 
Proof. Suppose (p, <) + M. Then obviously p zf p, so by Proposition 2.3.14 
Now a proper interpretation of types and terms in a per structure 13 for li7, 
depending on a valuation pair (p, 0, can be given. 
Definition 2.3.16. (i) Let d E U2. The interpretution of CT in !$I under type valuation 
5 is 
(ii) For M E Term,(lU) and (p,i’) >- A4 
iTWl,,t = [Mlp (mod HE). 
By Corollary 2.3.15 this is a sound definition. 
We conclude the analysis as follows. 
Theorem 2.3.17. !)3 is a model of type assignment, i.e. for all M E Term,(lO) and 
(P>O + M 
De~nition 2.3.18. The notion of validity in ‘$ is defined in the usual way. Moreover 
‘@ is said to be a model of RU if 
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Disregarding the constants, this construction automatically gives a model of R2. This 
will now be shown. 
Substitution Lemma 2.3.19. For all M, N and appropriate p, t 
[A4[x” := ml,,t = uwipcx”:=[N&_,,c:~ 
Proof. By induction on the structure of M E Term,(lU) one shows 
EMx” := Nip t4g mflp(x?=[X],.). rJ 
Note the similarity with the proof of the Substi~tion Lemma in the first-order case 
(2.2.5). In the present case, the built-in extensionality of the per construction is used. 
Proposition 2.3.20. Let p be a per structure for AU Then the axioms and rules in 
(Ll ) and (L2) are valid in v . 
Proof. We only treat the principal cases; e.g. the compatibility rules are easily verified. 
As to (fir), note that for each M f Term,(dCl) and each valuation pair (p, r) for A4 
[(Jx”. M)N], = [k?. Ml,, . [A$ 
= t~lp(x?=[q,) 
[z]r [M[x” := N]],, by the Substitution Lemma 2.3.19. 
For (~1)~ let M E Term,,,(tO). Let a,a’ E A such that a [o]r a’. Then 
[J_x~.Mx]~ . a = [A~x]~(~~:=~) 
= Wlp . blp(x”:=a) 
[TIC lwp . [Xlp(x?=a’), by Proposition 2.3.14 
= [It&]@ . a’. 
Hence [Ix”. Mx],, [o+r]~ [I&. 
The rules of (L2) are trivially sound by the fact that the type information is erased 
in the interpretation process. 0 
Corollary 2.3.21. Let ‘p be a per structure jbr 12. Then ‘p is a model of 62. 
So the lambda calculus axioms and rules are ‘automaticaily’ satisfied in a per struc- 
ture. This shows that the question whether a per structure 5J3 is a model of 10 depends 
entirely on the constant inte~re~tions F,‘sll’. 
The structure X (see Example 2.3.9) can be extended to a model of R2T. 
Definition 2.3.22. (i) Using the recursion theorem, determine Y f N such that in .I$- 
rabn = ;(,- 1 )(rab(n- I )) 
if n = 0, 
if n r 0. 
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(ii) The per structure HE02 is defined by 
HE02 = (N, ., 9, “y-, (I D) 
where 
3(O) = EQ, = {(n,n) / n E N} 
and 
V(O) = 0, 
v-(S) = %z.n+l, 
-1’-(R,) = r. 
Proposition 2.3.23. HE02 is a model of 12T. 
Proof. By induction on the derivation showing l? ~-AZT cp one shows the validity of 
each provable sequent. The rules and axioms in (Ll ) and (L2) are valid by Proposition 
2.3.20. Furthermore for all appropriate h4, N, p, 4 
HE02, p, 4 t= R,MNO =,, M, 
HE02, p, < t= R,MN(SP) =,, NP(R,MNP), 
by the above recursion-theoretic construction. 0 
If one restrict the types to T1 we obtain a 12r/12T-structure (in the sense of Definition 
2.2.2), known as HEO. 
Corollary 2.3.24. Set 
HE0 = (([r~ll)~, > (APP&,,,E?~, > E il) 
where App,,([a], [b]) = [a b], and [ ] is restricted to terms of AT/AT. Then HE0 is 
a model of Iz’ and of AT. 
The structure HE0 can be viewed as the first-order fragment of HE02. In the next 
section, the relation between first- and second-order semantical structures will be in- 
vestigated further. 
2.4. Building per structures over type structures 
The rest of this section concerns the extension of first-order mathematical structures 
(type structures) to second-order ones (per structures). The results can be used to 
extend first-order models to models of polymorphic lambda calculi. 
We proceed as follows. We add a type structure to untyped l,-calculus, using the 
techniques developed in Section 1. We consider a per structure based on the applicative 
theory thus obtained. 
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This technique can be applied to any type structure. However, some elements of the 
type structure in question might get lost in the per cons~uction. If the type structure 
is closed under A-definability (see below) then the elements survive in the per con- 
struction, and one obtains a per structure that is in its simple types isomorphic to the 
original type structure. 
Let %R be an extensional w-structure. In this section we will consider A’!)% (modulo 
=pn) as an applicative structure. Due to the generality of our Church-Rosser result 
one can also work with the open term model of /%R, but this is not necessary for our 
purposes. 
Definition 2.4.1. (i) For M E A‘YJI we write the @N-equivalence class of M as 
~~~ = {N E /lo+%2 / M=pJgv}. 
(ii) 991 = (((Mfj / A4 E k%R>. 
(iii) Application in A?,m is defined as usual: 
WI * @4 = wo 
Note that this is a sound de~nition, i.e. the resulting equivalence class is independent 
of the choice of the representatives of ((h4)) and {Nj. 
29~1 can be extended to a per structure by interpreting 0 as a canonical per on the 
Church numerals. 
Definition 2.4.2. The per structure over 91 is defined by 
where 
The rest of this section is devoted to a comparison of ‘$A and ‘pm. 
Definition 2.4.3. Let Q -2 (A, -, Y) be a per structure. The jirsr-order fragmeni of 
‘$3 (notation yZ ’ ) is the type structure 
where 1.1 is the per interpretation of types in p, and .o,7 is defined from on the 
quotient spaces dom[a]/[o] by setting 
]4[,-,] ‘U,? ]b][,] = la . bl,*,, 
where [x]~ denotes the equivalence class of x modulo R E PER(A) (provided x E 
domR). From the per construction it follows that these application functions are well 
defined. 
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In order to formulate the main result of this section we introduce some auxiliary 
terminology. 
Definition 2.4.4. Let YJI be a type structure, and let q : YJ&,, x I . - x ‘9J& -+ ‘Bo be a 
map. 
(i) Let F E P’9X. Then F is said to ,@Kde$ne cp if for all at E ‘9X,, . . . , ak E !I$,, 
F4fi..,& =pw qo(a,...,4), 
which becomes in vector denotation 
(ii) q is 13JJ-dj bl ‘f e na e I cp is ~!IR-defined by some F E A”%R. 
Definition 2.4.5. (i) Let a E ‘!I%, ,_.+.._ a;c-te. The external map corresponding to a 
(no~tion 2) is defined as follows. 
ii : %Rc, x . ‘. x %RTJ1,, -+ %I@; 
ii(b,,..., b&)-i abl . ..b.+. 
(ii) !IR is A-closed if for all 40 : ilJl8 -i Y&j 
q is i!l.R-definable =+ cp = 2 for some a E !IJJ+o. 
An alternative characterization of i-closedness can be obtained using Kleene’s [24] 
schemata for recursion in higher types. 
It will turn out that if %JI is ;l-closed then 13~ is an extension of W, i.e., the 
‘first-order part’ of $3~ is isomorphic to 93. 
We first need a technical result. Recall that --+~JL has been developed in stages. We 
will show that for any a E ?I&,, the oracle a can be replaced by a term A representing a! 
in any computation yielding a numeral. We consider L%I-terms with marked standurd 
representations, i.e. marked oracles (cf. Section 1.2) and marked numerals, in order to 
monitor these during computations. (The markings do not affect the reduction relations.) 
If M, A are terms, then M[g := A] denotes A4 with all marked occurrences of a replaced 
by A. 
Proposition 2.4.6. Let d f 81 and a E Y&,. Let A E A9JI such that A Dp~t a. Then 
for all i one has 
(i) M Dgcs, b =+ M[g := A] DpB b. 
(ii) M +~i N =+ M[g := A] =Inpr N[g := A]. 
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously by induction on the height of 0. Let N* 
denote M[g := A]. 
Basis (a = 0). Then (i) and (ii) are trivial since 
ADBmn # A=awrn’. 
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Induction step. Let o E T,, and suppose the statement holds for all types of smaller 
height and for every [ (we refer to this as IHi). We prove the statement for c by 
transfinite induction on [. Suppose the result holds for all 6 < [ (this is IHz). 
As to (i), suppose M Dp(o 6. Let c’ be objects of appropriate types. Then MC -++bti 
rbc’l for some 19 < [. Hence by IHz(ii) one has 
We conclude that M* Dp~t 6. 
As to (ii), we proceed by induction on the generation of -PC. We only treat the 
prime cases. The compatibility and transitivity rules are easily verified. 
l M ipr N is 
(J_x.P)Q + P[x := Q]. 
Then by substitutivity of +p\m one has (h.P* )Q* +pgl P*[x := Q*] and we are 
done. 
l M --+pc N is 
a’2 --f ra’gl since B’ Dp(o b’. 
(This includes a’ E u, i.e. an unmarked occurrence of a.) Then i* D,qc, b’ by (i), 
so a’$* ip’nt ra’gl. 
l M +p N is 
gz --f r&1 since B’ D/r(c) 6. 
Note that Ab ++pm ra61 because A Dpm a. Moreover * D~J b’ by (i). Therefore 
Ai* =p’m ‘ab ’ 
by repeated application of IHl(ii), marking the appropriate 5. 0 
Below we will often replace =PW by = and Dgm by D if there is no danger of 
confusion. 
Corollary 2.4.7. Let a E ‘5X++,. 
(i) Let b E 9X,,. Then 
ADa, BDb + ABDab. 
(ii) Let b’ E ‘9Jl~la. Then 
A D a, B’ D 6 + Ai = ragl. 
Proof. (i) Suppose A D a. Then for all b,c’ of the appropriate types 
Abz = rabc’l, 
so Ab D ab. Hence AB D ab by Proposition 2.4.6 (i). 
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(ii) By repeated application of (i). Cl 
Classification Theorem 2.4.8. Let YJI be R-closed. Then for ull cr E U, one has the 
following in \p,, for each appropriate A and a,a’ E %Nn,. 
(0, 0 E dom[ol, 
(ii), @lj 6 dom[cl =+ ADafor some a, 
(iii), 64) Cal (a)> * A D a, 
(iv), (id [@I @2!)> + a = a’. 
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the height of 6. 
Basis (o. 5 0). The properties (i),, and (ii), hold by definition of 9 and D 
respectively. As to (iii),, the (+) part holds by construction; for (+) use closedness 
of ~~~ under @rtn -conversion. Moreover (iv), holds by the Ch~~h-Rosser theorem for 
~~~-reduction. 
induction step (a z cr1-f. . . +~-+0). Note that a z a in this case. 
(i) Let a E %Rn~,-,o. Then for all 2 D b’ 
-. -i - 
a3 E aB = ab. 
Suppose (8)) [Z] @)). Then B’ D b’ for some 6, by (ii)a, so ((Ii)) [a’] ((61 by (iii),. 
Similarly one has (I_?‘)) [Z] ((&j f or some $. But then b’ = b’ by (iv),. Hence 
@Q ‘ @)i = k& = @I . @I 
and we are done. 
(ii) Suppose A E dom[Z--+O]. Then for all b’ E %I3 one has by (i)a 
14 . @ E dom[Ol 
Hence for some p : %RJ~, -+ %X0 one has 
A6 = q(g). 
Using A-closedness, determine a E !R~._+o such that ii = 9. Then A D a. 
(iii) (=+) Suppose ((A)) [o] ((a)>. Let b’ E IIJla. By (i& one has ($j [a] (@, so 5 D h” 
by (iii),. Now 
{A:A)) e ~~~ = {a)) . ($I), by definition of [cr] 
= k&> 
so A& = & by (iv),,. Therefore A D a. 
(iv) (+=) Suppose A D a. Then for all b” E %I& 
Ag=d. 
By Corollary 2.4.7 (ii) one has for each r? D b” 
AB=&. 
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Now suppose @) [Z] ((I?‘)). Th en it follows by (ii)+ (iii), and (iv); (cf. the proof of 
. ..-+ -. 
(i)) that B,B’ D b for some 6. Therefore 
(iv) Suppose {ai) [cr] ~u’~. Then by (ik one has for all b’ E %I, 
626 = a’3 
so a = u’ by Church-Rosser and extensionality. 0 
We will now show that each A-closed 93 is embeddable in ‘$3n (in the obvious 
sense). The first-order fragment of ‘$gr even corresponds exactly to ‘3JZ. 
Isomorphism Theorem 2.4.9. Let 93 be /2-closed. Then !JJl S ‘VA. 
Proof. Define for each ci E 81 
f 0 : mm, --+ I[d 
by 
_#“&a> = @x1 (mod [4). 
By the Classification Theorem this map is bijective (injectivity follows from (iv), and 
surjectivity from (ii),). Moreover for all appropriate a, b 
fo-r(a) .u,r f,(b) = f&b> 
by (iii) of the classification theorem, using Corollary 2.4.7 (i). El 
2.5. Interpretations in extended type structures 
In this section we consider inte~retations in the per structures &n. First, untyped 
terms can be interpreted in this structure. 
Definition 2.5.1. Let A4 E A and let p : V --+ 2’gz be a valuation; say FV(M) = 
{xl,. ..,x,} and p(xf) = ((P;)). Then define 
Lemma 2.5.2. Q J) is a A-interpretation in fjl391. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
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We will use the denotation ‘pm also for the per structure on W extended with the 
standard inte~retation above. Then we have that 
%rt = &%Jt, ., 7, (I 1) 
is a per structure for 12. 
Theorem 2.5.3. ‘$3~ is a model of 12. 
Proof. Immediate by Corollary 2.3.21. Cl 
We will extend !&JJ to per structures for other second-order systems ilE_l by extending 
the interpretation @ D according to a given constant valuation d’+. The procedure is as 
follows. 
Definition 2.5.4. Let C be some set of constants, and VL’ : C + 9s~ an interpretation 
of these, such that (y-, “I’^) is a constant valuation pair. Let M E /i(C); say cl,. . . , ck 
are the constants appearing in M, and Y(ci) = ((Q). Then M’ is obtained from M 
by replacing ci by Qi (for each i). Then define 
(JJ!Q$ = @4”‘[n’ := $1)) 
where xi, Pi are as in Definition 2.5.1. Now set 
‘$3,; = (Pal, ., y_, “y-, G D' ). 
2.6. A jidl per model 
This section presents an application of the construction described in Section 2.4. 
First of all, we can extend the AT-model ‘9X(N) to a model of r22T. Of course, 
%X(N) is extensional and kclosed. Now we focus on 
As was pointed out in Definition 2.5.4, we additionally have to specify V. 
Let true, false, S+, P-, 2 be the usual (untyped) I-terms defining respectively true, 
false, successor function, predecessor function and test for zero. We use the denotation 
if . . . then . . . else . . . for conditional terms. 
The constants R, will be interpreted using a single lambda-calculus recursor. 
Definition 2.6.1. Using the fixed point combinator Y, define 
Ret EE Y(lrmm.if Zx then m else n(P-x)(rmn(P-x))). 
Then for all M,N E AllJZ and II f N one has 
RecMWO 1 = M, 
RecMVn + I’= Nrn l( RecMWn 1). 
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Defi~tion 2.6.2. (i) The inte~re~tion V of d2T-constants is as follows. 
V(O) = ((‘09, 
VW = @‘jY 
WW = 0. 
(ii) The resulting structure is denoted by ‘$ (IV). So 
‘$3 (NI= ~~~~~~~ 
= f%sJ@J), *> 5, V, fl D”). 
Lemma 2.6.3. (F, V) is a constant valuation pair. 
Proof. Let 5 be a type valuation in PER(Z’gl(rm)). Obviously V(0) E dom[O];. More- 
over note that 
dom[O+O], = {jjF)) f F E AO‘B,F D~JI f for some f : N --+ N}. 
Therefore V”(S) E dom[O-+O]t. Regarding the recursors R,, suppose ((Mj) [a]g ((M’)), 
and W) [O--+~l~ W’j), and prove by induction on n that 
@ecu 00 0 Vn 9 PI,- WecJ 00 W’J Vn 9. 
It follows that Y{R,) f dom[~+(0+cr-+~)-+0-+~]~. 0 
So we can conclude that ‘$3 (N) is a per structure for 82T. 
Theorem 2.6.4. tJ3 (IV) is a model of 122T. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.3.20 we only have to check the validity of (CR). This 
is verified by translating the equations following Definition 2.6.1 to 9%. 0 
In [g], Breazu-Tannen and Meyer investigate plain second-order extensions (2 Q2 of 
first-order theories 1Cl (being F-theories over a many-sorted algebra). They show that 
these extensions are conservative with respect to provable equality, using (a refinement 
of) the property that every closed (12Q2-term of simple type has a normal form in 1, Cl. 
As a consequence of this property, there is no increase in computational strength in 
the simple types of the polymo~hic extension. In Section 5 of their paper, the authors 
mention this aspect of their cons~ction, which they consider unfo~unate. 
As a second result, Breazu-Tannen and Meyer essentially show that every exten- 
sional model of a theory 10 can be extended to a model of (nCl)2. At first sight, the 
construction of e.g. our model ‘$&(Nj for A2T seems to overlap with their approach, 
The situation here, however, is essentially different. 
Breazu-Tannen and Meyer again use the normalization property mentioned above. 
This does not apply to our case: we have already seen that d2T is not the plain 
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polymorphic extension of AT; the absence of increase of computational power contrasts 
Corollary 21.1 I. 
Moreover, the construction in [8] is essentially ryped, whereas our first-order model 
has to be encoded into an untyped applicative structure. The fact that a per construction 
over an untyped applicative structure is powerful enough is interesting in itself. 
The primary motivation of our construction was to build a certain counter model, to 
be used in Section 3, and not to improve on [Xl. However, for our model of 12T we 
use a construction which may be seen as an improvement of the construction of [8] in 
that it does not suffer from the unfortunate aspect mentioned above. Of course, there 
is a price to be paid. First, the first-order model has to satisfy strong computational 
closure conditions. Second, our construction is much more involved than that in [8]. 
3. Bar recursion versus polymorphism 
3.1. Syntax 
In this section, we consider extensions of AT with bar recursion (IZTB) and with 
polymorphism (12T). To the systems AT, ATB and 12T one can add quantifier-free 
arithmetic, which will be expressed by the denotation AnA. With + expressing the 
subsystem relation we can depict the situation as follows 
A’ * AT(A) - AT&A) first-order systems 
L I 
12 w 12T,~, second-order systems 
In this section, we only consider bar recursion of the lowest possible type. This 
bar recursion (of type 0) is in fact recursion on trees of finite sequences (of natural 
numbers). We will denote the restricted system by IZTB’. See [6] for more details on 
general bar recursion. 
Definition 3.1.1. (i) The collection of finite sequences of natural numbers is indicated 
by Seq. We use the denotation (no,. . . , nk_1) (k 30) for elements of Seq; the empty 
sequence is denoted by ( ). Let s,s’, . . range over such sequences. 
(ii) We presuppose a surjective, primitive recursive encoding of such sequences as 
natural numbers, with * (co~c~te~at~~~ operator), lh (length action) and 5 @re$x 
relation) primitive recursive. 
(iii) If s = (no,. . .,nk_l) then [s] is the function assigning ni to i < k and 0 to 
i>, k. Note that [s] is primitive recursive in s. 
(iv) If f E NN and n E N, then T(n) is the sequence (f(O),...,f(n - 1)). 
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Fig. 1 
For an informal explanation of bar recursion, consider the tree of sequence numbers, 
ordered by the prefix relation (see Fig. 1). 
Now suppose 93 C Seq is a bar, i.e. 
V’f E Nrm 3n E lV [T(n) E 991 
Then we can specify a function F on the tree 
y = {s E Seq 1 Vs’ + s [s’ $! .?#,I} 
by specifying F on the leaves of y (or even on all elements of B), and defining F 
on each inner node s recursively in terms of all values F(s * (x)). In particular, F is 
defined in ( ). 
Technically, F is said to be bar recursive in G and H if Gs gives the value of F at 
each leaf s, and the value in an inner node s is obtained by applying Hs to kc.F(s * (x) ) 
(all predecessors of s in S). 
In ITB’, a bar is given by a type 2 functional Y, by setting 
Br = {s E Seq 1 Y[s] < lb(s)}. 
Of course each Y should be such that Br is a proper bar (i.e. the corresponding tree F 
is well-founded). This indicates that it is non-trivial to find a model of bar recursion. 
Now we can formally introduce IZTB’. 
Definition 3.1.2. The system lTB” is the extension of AT with the constant 
B of type 2+1+(0+1+0)+0&+0. 
The intended interpretation is that of bar recursor. To the axioms and rules of AT we 
add the following. 
Y[s] < lb(s) Y[sl ah(s) 
(CB) 
BYGHs = Gs BYGHs = Hs(kx”.BYGH(s * (x))) 
The denotations lb(s), [s] and *, (x) in the above rules should be taken as abbreviations 
of AT-terms representing the corresponding primitive recursive functions. The premisses 
can be considered equational, using the (primitive recursive) characteristic functions of 
< and 3, as will be explained below. 
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The system ATB is the obvious extension of lZTB” with bar recursion of higher 
types. 
3.1.2. Quantifier-free arithmetic 
To increase the proof-theoretic usability of our theories we can extend these with 
rules for the successor function and for induction, and with rules for propositional 
logic. This leads to arithmetical extensions AC& of the systems 1Cl. 
Definition 3.1.3. The additional rules for the structure of natural numbers are the fol- 
lowing. 
?6?+% 
SP=SQ SP=O 
SE 
4JP(@Y) 
- _LR 
46% Y) 
IR 
P=Q 
(N) 
cp cp(P, Q> 
The conclusions in the above rules are schematic in order to avoid a general in- 
stantiation rule. It will be proved that full inst~tiation is derivable in the system (see 
Corollary 3.1.13). 
Our induction rule is a little special, which we shall explain now. Firstly, the sec- 
ond premiss (the induction step) is cast so that it can be added to purely equational 
systems. This is possible because we allow derivations to depend on assumptions. 
Some additional care in dealing with variables should be exercised. Of course the 
induction rule can only be applied when no variable in P or Q occurs free in any 
assumption (other than the induction hypothesis cp(x,FY)) on which the premisses de- 
pend. 
Secondly, a more usual form of the induction rule is obtained by putting F = Ay.y 
so that Fy = y. Since 9 may contain other variables than those explicitly shown, we 
can formulate this induction rule as usual: 
In the rule IR the induction hypothesis q(x,FY) has as special feature the occur- 
rence of the term F. Note that the rule is sound due to the base step ~(0, Y) (and 
the fact that y does not occur free in any assumption on which the premiss de- 
pends). The reason for the special feature is that it allows us to prove conveniently 
in our (quantifier-free) theory some lemmas whose usual proofs are by double 
induction, which cannot be done in a quantifier-free system. Actually, the rule 
IR is a derived rule in the system with the at first sight weaker rule IR’. The 
tedious proof of this fact (essentially formalizing the semantic argument given in the 
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Table 1 
1’ Ll 
AT(A) Li CR (N PI 
l,TBBA, Ll CR CB (N P) 
12 Ll L2 
i2TcA, Ll L2 CR W PI 
proof of Theorem 3.2.1, cf. 
rule. 
[34, 1.7.8-1.7.101) is avoided by isolating the stronger 
The ease in use of the quantifier-free arithmetic would be greatly improved by the 
addition of propositional logic, This should be done with care in order to allow the 
formulas to be translated into purely equational form. We first give a precise definition 
of the set Fo~(~O~) of {propositional) formulas. Below, AC] ranges over the first- 
order theories containing IT. 
Definition 3.1.4. The set Form,(lZQ) of formulas of type CT is inductively defined as 
follows. 
h&IV E Term,(~Cl) + (M =(r N) E Form,(lZCl~), 
As before, 9, y5, x, cp’ range over formulas. To economize on parentheses, outermost 
parentheses are omitted and we take -+ to associate to the right. It is impo~~t to stress 
that only type 0 equations may be combined into propositional formulas (for reasons 
that will become clear below). We single out the formula 6 = 7 from F~rmo(ilO~) 
and denote it by 1. 
Definition 3.1.5. The rules for ~~o~os~tionaZ Zogic read as follows. 
* (P--+ll/ cp 
-+I -+E 
9-+$ J, 
(P) 
Definition 3.1.6. The extension of the theory AD with quantijier-free arithmetic (nota- 
tion 10~) is obtained by adding the rules (N) and (P). The corresponding (extended) 
deduction relation is denoted by 1~. Note that the induction rule now also applies 
to propositional formulas. 
The definitions of the theories Iz cl are summarized in Table 1. The rules Ll, L2, 
and CR have been introduced in Section 2.1. 
The following definitions and lemmas prepare for a translation from formulas of 
Iz q , into equations while preserving provability. 
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Defi~tion 3.1.7. We introduce the foIlowing abbreviations for terms, 
C E A~~y~z~.Raz(~n~m~.y)~ (conditional), 
P - R&A.x”yox) (predecessor), 
q 5 LPy?R OX (J. u”vo.Pu)y (cut-off subtraction), 
1<1 s Ax”yo.R&,IuovO.~)(y Bx) (less than), 
m- ~~"~o.~o(~oi(a ~'~'.~)(x ~y))(~~‘~‘.~)(y~~) (equal), 
a E ~~"yo.~oi(~~ouo.~~)~ (implication). 
Note that primitive recursion of the lowest type suffices for these operations. Observe 
that we write q as an infix operator (binding weaker than unary functions). 
Definition 3.1.8. We introduce the following abbreviations for formulas. 
M#N=(M=N)-+i, 
M<N=/MN=i, 
M>NsI(INM=i. 
Furthermore, r t-no q +-+ I/J is shorthand for l? l-10 cp + $ and I’ I--lo $ -+ cp. We 
abbreviate ~LT* by !--. 
Lemma 3.1.9. The f~Iio~~n~ can be prmed in ATA. 
(i) t x # 6 -+ x = S(Px) 
(ii) ~(x#G--+_L)~x=O 
(iii) t-x # 0 +-+x > 0 
(iv) tira~=x 
(v) kSM~x=6+ij<x 
(vi) I- Sx aSy =x By 
(vii) t- (X # y --+_L) + x = y 
(viii) t x my = 0 +y~x=O+x=y 
(ix) k x ax = 6 
(x) t~=y+-+~xy=i 
(xi) k x # y c-t /KJxy = 6 
(xii) I- q (Sx)y = y 
(xiii) I- /?j iry = i 
(xiv) I- ~xy=O-+x#O 
(xv) t axy = G --+ y = 0 
(xvi) t fgxy=i+yfi-+x=G 
(xvii) y#Ly==it- pJxy#O--+ axy=i 
Proof. The proofs are more or less standard and can be found in the literature {cf. 
f34, 1.7.2-1.7.71, where this development of quantifier-free a~thmetic is attributed to 
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K. Schiitte). We leave them as exercises to the reader, but not without providing a 
number of hints. Most proofs use the induction rule IR as the essential step. However, 
not all proofs use IR in the same way. We distin~ish between the following cases. 
First consider the case in which the special feature of our induction rule is not used, 
so in fact only the weaker rule IR’ is applied. If no induction hypothesis is used at all, 
then we actually do only case distinction (cases cp(0) and 9($x)) and will phrase this 
accordingly. If we do use the induction hypothesis F(X), then we phrase the case as 
‘by ordinary induction’. Next consider the case that the force of the induction rule with 
parameters i indeed used. Then we phrase the proof as ‘by induction’ and mention the 
induction hypothesis explicitly. Moreover we mention which variable is the induction 
variable and which previous parts of the lemma can be profitably used. Hints for the 
proofs: (i)-(v) by case distinction on X; (vi) by ordinary induction on y; (vii) by 
induction on y using the induction hypothesis (Px # y -I) -+ Px = y and part (ii); 
(viii) by induction on x using the induction hypothesis x BP y = 8 -+ P y Rx = 
0 -+ x = P y and the parts (i), (iii) and (v); (ix) by ordinary induction on x using 
(vi); (x), (xi) by previous parts (not using the induction rule at all); (xii)-(xiv) trivial; 
(xv)-(xvii) by case distinction on X. 0 
Definition 3.1.10. We define a mapping 
y, H fvfi: Fo~~(~~A) -+ TeI-nl&&) 
by induction on the structure of cp as follows. 
Theorem 3.1.11. For all cp E Forme(ACJa) we have 
(i) FV(p) = FV( i); 
(ii) l-irA q # 0 --f j-?j = i. 
(iii) ~-AT* cp +-+ /?J = i. 
Proof. (i) is obvious. (ii) and (iii) are proved by induction on 9, using Lemma 
3.1.9. 0 
CoroUary 3.1.12. A!IA eajuys the full force of ci~sicu~ r~~ositiQ~~ logic. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.11 (iii) and Lemma 3.1.9 (vii). Cl 
Corollary 3.1.13. If the vur~~b~~ x does not occur free in r, then 
r km* cp =+ r k_no* ip[x := TV]. 
Proof. First assume rp is an equation, say P = Q. Since n does not occur in I? it follows 
by the c-rule that ?x.P = 2x.Q. Now we calculate P[x := N] = (kP)N = (kQ)N = 
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Q[x := N], so q[x := N]. If 9 is not an equation, then apply Theorem 3.1.1 l(iii) and 
the fact that / = q [x := N]. q 
Remark 3.1.14. Theorem 3.1.11 above cannot be generalized to formulas h4 =(r N 
with a # 0. The reason is that the higher type equalities are undecidable, whereas 
equality of type 0 is decidable (even primitive recursive). As a consequence, adding 
propositional logic for equations of arbitrary type would violate the equational character 
of the theory. 
Remark 3.1.15. It is useful to remark that for all 40 E Forma(lf&) there exist dCl- 
terms ,LLX d y. cp, Vx < y. q, 3 < y. q encoding, respectively, bounded minimization, 
bounded universal quantification and bounded existential quantification. More precisely, 
these terms satisfy, provably in AT A, the following specifications. 
(cut < Y. VI < SY --+ cpb := (LLY 6 Y. 4?)1, 
x < (p*r.Yy. 9) --+ 50 -+-L 
Our formulation of ATBA corresponds to that of Howard [ZO]. In order to transfer 
our results to purely equational systems (i.e. without (P)) one should work with the 
encoded propositional formulas q , cf. 1321. This requires an additional conservativity 
result for the propositional extension, which goes back to Goodstein [16]. 
We do not need models for ltTB in this section, since the (positive) results concem- 
ing that system can be proved syntactically. One usually considers the type structure of 
extensional continuous functionals (introduced in [23] as ‘countable functionals’, and in 
[26]) as the standard model. Another model is obtained by taking the strongly majoriz- 
able fimctionals (introduced by Bezem [SJ), a variant of the heriditarily majorizable 
functionals from [2 11. 
We can use the /T-model !JX( N) and the 1E2T-model ‘$ (N) also for the extended 
theories. This will be verified now. 
Theorem 3.2.1. cJJ( N) is u model of ATA. 
Proof. The proof of Corollary 2.2.8 (ii) can be extended as follows. The rules (SE) 
and (IR) are sound since (ISI is the successor function and m(N) is an o-model. 
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As to the induction rule, suppose 
WN)?P k cp(@Y) 
and 
Now reason in m( IY ). Let n E N. For each k <n one has 
~(n - kJ%)) * cp(n> v) 
by (2) and induction on k. Hence (choosing k = n) 
cpw?y)) =+ cp(n, y). 
Now by (1) we are done. 
Finally, the propositional rules (P) are obviously sound. 
(1) 
(2) 
0 
Theorem 3.2.2. ‘$I (N) is a model of 122T~. 
Proof. By extension of the proof of Theorem 2.6.4 with the following observations. 
The rules in (N) are satisfied since dom[O] Z N and S+ represents the ‘real’ successor 
function; the rule (IR) is verified as in the proof above. Moreover, the propositional 
extension is obviously sound. 0 
By a similar argument one can show the following. 
Theorem 3.2.3. HE02 is u model of 12T~. 
It is convenient to formulate a notion of o-model for arbitrary models of theories 
containing IZT. 
Definition 3.2.4. Let ‘9X be a first-order (or second-order) model of (an extension of) 
AT. Then 1)32 is said to be an w-model if 
(WI, [Tsll, IrOll) ” (V s, 0). 
Obviously, the models 9X( N ), ‘$3 (kJ ) and HE02 are w-models. 
3.3. Realizability of functional speci$cations 
The metamathematical results from [13,32] imply that LTB and 122T are equally 
powerful with respect to definability of functions on the natural numbers: the definable 
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functions (on the numerals of type 0) are exactly those that are provably total in 
analysis. 
It is not obvious how to compare the above theories with respect to definability in 
higher types. In the above situation it is clear what the domain of the functions in 
question should be: the set of natural numbers. Due to the variety of models (con- 
taining at type 1, e.g. all numerical functions (%R( kl)), or just the computable ones 
(HEO)) it is not clear how to specify a class of type 2 functionals for investigation 
of definability. 
Here we choose for a syntactical specification of functions and functionals in the 
common language of ITB and 122T, namely the language of ZT. The notion of 
definability is replaced by the concept of realizability of IT-specifications, defined 
in sema~t~eal terms. 
We will show that the realizability concept is not vacuous: every computable func- 
tion on the natural numbers can be specified in AT. Then we reformulate the above 
result about definability of functions in terms of realizability of specifications. 
Definition 3.3.1. Let cr E 81. A o-specijication is a formula in the language of ATA, 
containing one free variable of type G (the main uariabk) and possibly containing 
other free variables of lower types (the auxiliary variables). We write Co i X(-f”), 
or C(f”,,?) if we want to display the auxiliary variables explicitly. 
Definition 3.3.2. (i) Let $ be a formula. By d0 k,, $ we denote that $ is true in all 
w-models of 10. 
(ii) Let IZCI be an extension of LT, and let C(f”,x’) be a o-specification. Then C is 
said to be realizable in ,413 if there exists F E Term,(A 0) such that 
i.e. tlx’C(F,?) holds in all o-models of i10. 
The following is the traditional syntactical notion of definability at type 1. 
Definition 3.3.3. Let F f Team, and f : N + N. Then F is said to AD-define 
.f if for all n f N 
10 k Fn =O f(n). 
Proposition 3.3.4. Each computable function f on N has a l-specification, i.e. a 
speciJicution C that is sati$ed only b_v type 1 objects behaving like .f. 
Proof. Let T be the compu~tion predicate and U the result extracting unction from 
Kleene’s Normal Form Theorem, such that 
Remember that 7’ and U are primitive recursive and hence expressible in AT. Now let 
J’ : N + N be computable, say with index e. Now take 
cg(f’) -_ r(Z,x,z) 4 f’X =e uz 
= c~(.j-‘,X@,Zs). 
Obviously, this completely captures the behaviour of f. 0 
In particular, F is a term realizing the above C in 10 (i.e. ilc1 kO, C,(F,x,z)) iff 
F 12 Cl-defines .f. 
Definition 3.3.5. Let J.El and REI be theories. 
(i) By 1Cl 4” reel we denote that every unrealizable ~-specification is realizable 
in 1El], 
(ii) iE0 and 1El are reulization rquivulent at type (r (notation JO & no) if both 
10 <” tlXl and LIXI 4’ 10. 
Now we can translate the results from 113,321 into a realization property. First we 
need some technicalities. 
Definition 3.3.6. Let f : N + N. Then ATf is the theory obtained by extending AT 
with a constant f and axioms 
fi=f(n> cf-> 
We use -r (and -+) to refer to the (multistep) reduction rekztions corresponding to 
the equalities in the theories IT and ATf. 
Lemma 3.3.7. (i) --+ is C~~urc~~~osse~ on Term(ATf ). 
(ii) 4 is strongly normaiiziny. 
(iii) Each closed ATf -term of’ type 0 reduces to a unique numerul. 
Proof. (i) By the observation that the contraction rules for f Cfn -+ f(n)) define a 
notion of S-reduction (see [I, Theorem 15.3.31) and the fact that AT is Church-Rosser 
(folklore}. 
(ii) S~aightfo~ard adaptation of Tait’s ~ompu~bili~ argument (see [33], cf. [1, 
Theorem A.2.31). 
(iii) We show that every closed normal form P of type 0 is a numeral. Then we are 
done by (i) and (ii). We proceed by induction on the length of normal forms. Note 
that every normal form has the shape X..aMt ...&, with a atomic, i.e. a variable or 
a constant, and the Mi again in normal form. Since P has type 0 the abstraction M is 
empty, and a is a constant. 
If a = 0 then we are done. 
If a = S then P z SQ for some closed normal form Q of type 0, so the induction 
hypothesis applies. 
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If a z f then P = f Q for some Q. But then P is a redex by induction hypothesis, 
contradiction. 
If a = R, then CJ z 0 and P s R~~~Q with Q closed and of type 0. Then again P 
would be a redex, contradiction. q 
Lemma 3.3.8. Let F E Termr(lO), and f : N + N. Suppose .f is IO-defined by F. 
Let C’ z C(f’,,$‘) be a 1-specijication. Then 
Proof. Note that each o-model of Izc3 is a model of Al&. By Theorem 3.1.11, we 
can write Ci(f,x’) as Gfx’ =e 7 for some closed AT-term G. Assume F IUdefines f. 
Observe that each o-model of A0 is also a model of ATf, with lIfJj = [Fl (‘= .f ‘) 
by extensionality. 
(+) Suppose ATf bO, ‘v’? C(f,x’). Then for all n’ E N 
and we are done by the above observation, 
(+) Suppose ATf /&,, E Cf.‘f,x’). Then I[Gf a = up] in some w-model of ATf, 
for some n’, p E IV with p # I. Note that Gf 3 is a closed term of type 0. Therefore 
Gfz --H > by Lemma 3.3.7 (iii). Th’ is reduction sequence can be transformed into a 
IO-derivation of GFZ =o >, using a subsidiary derivation of FE =o f(k) for each 
reduction step f k -+ f(k). Hence [GF??J # I[i$ so rZCl k, V,?C(F,x’). 0 
Theorem 3.3.9. ATBA cd A2T,. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.8, using the fact that ATBA and ;22T~ define the same f’s, by 
the results of Spector [32] and Girard [13]. 0 
3.4. First-order non-~onse~vativity 
In this section we will consider a 3-specification I; -. Z(Q3) and show that this 
specification is realizable in IZTBA, even in ATB:, but not in ATA. (In the next section 
we will show that even in 12T the specification is not realizable.) 
The positive result for lTBA will be proved by a purely syntactical method. With 
a little extra effort one can use the specification Z to construct a formula I/J in the 
language of ITA such that 
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thus showing that ATB: is a non-~onse~ative extension of ATA. This does not really 
come as a surprise since it follows from [32] that in the system ATBA the consistency of 
Peano Arithmetic, i.e. TProofpAfx, ‘0 = 11). can be proved (after suitable encoding). 
It is well known that this is already possible in ATB:. 
The formula presented here, however, does not refer to any metamathematical prop- 
erties and can be formulated in a simple way. 
Definition 3.4.1. The term A E Terme_+e+o(AT) is defined by 
A E kcy.if y < x then i else 0. 
The intuition is that An is a so-called stepjiinction that can be depicted as follows. 
1 *.. - - 1 1 
0 * + e c... 
n 
Definition 3.4.2. The 3-spec$cutiorz Z z Z(Q), with @ a type 3 variable, is defined 
by 
C(Q) = [X < dirp -+ cp(Ax)>x A q(A(@q)) < @cp]. 
Here 9 is a type 2 variable and x a type 0 variable. Note that I=(@) can be written in 
the form G@qx = ?j or Grf = @x.6. 
Intuition 3.4.3. If rD satisfies X((a) then @ performs the following minimization. 
@cp ? /ix. q?(A.x) < x. 
This minimization is only well defined for 50 such that there exists x with cp(Ax) < x. 
Since E will be shown to have a bar recursive solution ip, the minimization is well 
defined for q taken from a model of bar recursion, such as the co~table/continuous 
functionals, or the (strongly) majorizable functionals. A counter model against E(Q) 
must contain a v, for which the minimization is not well defined. Since every con- 
tinuous functional of type 2 is also majorizable, any counter model must contain a 
non-majorizable functional cp. This is not very problematic for counter models satis- 
fying ATA but turned out to be difficult for counter models satisfying 122T~, since all 
‘standard’ models of A2T,4 seem to exhibit an inherent continuity. 
Definition 3.4.4. Let 10, 2El be two of our systems. We say that 2= is 1DsoZuabEe 
in LlXl if for some d, E Terma one has 
IzIXl k Z(Q). 
Obviously, if Z is aDsolvable in 1U then t: is realizable in 10. We first show that 
E is not realizable in ilT~ (so a fortiori C is not AT-solvable in ITA). 
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Proposition 3.4.5. There exists no @ E Term3(1T) such that 
Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, ATA k=,, X(a) with Q, E TermJ(J.T). Con- 
sider the s-model ‘m(N). Define 6 E No_,o_+o by 
&n)(x) = 
{ 
1 if x < n, 
0 if x>n. 
Note that [A] = 6; denotation: 6, = S(n). Take cp E N2 such that for each n E N 
(p(6,) = n. 
Then one has 
contradicting 9X(N) + Z(Q). q 
It can easily be seen that E is aTB’-solvable in ATB!. Indeed, the minimiza- 
tion stated above can be obtained by constructing a ‘searching functional’ ‘J! of type 
2+0--+0 such that 
{ 
0 
*‘cPs= 1+9~(s*(I)) 
if cp[s] < lb(s), 
otherwise, 
and finally defining Cp zz Acp.KP~p(). From the form of the equations for 9 it can be 
expected that such a @ can be constructed using the bar recursor. 
Definition 3.4.6. The term Fa E Terms(ilTB’) is defined as follows. 
where 
G ze Acd, 
H = kf.s(f ij. 
In order to show that FB is a solution for Z we reason informally in ilTBi; the 
argument can easily be formalized. 
Definition 3.4.7. Let P(x, ~0) abbreviate 
x < Fa(~-+(rp(&)>x A Fgq=x+l+BqGHIX+‘), 
where lx = (I, 1,. . . , 1). \ _ / 
x times 
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Lemma 3.4.8. ATB: I- P(x, cp). 
Proof. (By ~~2~~~~~~~ OPI x.) Note that [l”] = AX, by extensionality. 
Basis. P(0, cp) holds since trivially q(AO> 2 0 and Fs q > 0 implies q[ ( )] 20 = 
lh( ( ) ) and therefore 
Induction step. Suppose P(x, q) in order to show P(x + 1, q). Suppose x + 1 < FBq. 
Then x < FBq so by induction hypothesis 
FBp=x+ I +&GHIX+i. 
We claim that q(A(x + 1)) 2x + 1. Indeed, suppose yt(A(x + 1)) < x + 1. Then 
cp[ I*+‘] < x + 1, so BqGHF+’ = 0, so FB(P = x + 1, contradicting FBC/I > x + 1. 
Now it follows that 
BcpGHY+’ = HI”“‘(iy.BpGH( lx+’ * (y))) 
= 1 + BcpGHI”+2, 
so 
Fsy, =x + 2 + BcpGHl”+*, 
which completes the induction step. 0 
Proposition 3.4.9. ATBI t- Z(FB ). 
Proof. Observe that FBq > 0. By Lemma 3.4.8 one has 
WB(I, - 1, ?X 
and therefore 
Fsq = F,u, + BipGH@, 
so 
BrpGH@ = 0, 
which implies 
CP(A(FBCP)) = c~[l~“~l 
< Ih(lFRP) 
= FBcp. 
Combining this with P(x, q) gives 
WFB). q 
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Corollary 3.4.10. ATB: fi3 ATA. 
275 
Proof. By the Propositions 3.4.5 and 3.4.9. 0 
Note that this implies ITBA fi3 ATA. The above corollary is just preparing for the 
results in the next section. In fact one already has ATBi 6’ ITA, see the remarks at 
the beginning of this section. 
It will turn out that C is even IT-solvable in ITB!. Use is made of a trick due to 
Kreisel [26], also employed by J.A. Bergstra and J. Terlouw, see [l, p. 5811. 
Definition 3.4.11. Define fq E Termt(lT) by 
fu, E &if VYGx+l. cp(AY)>Y then 1 else 6. 
Intuition 3.4.12. fq is a stepfunction which looks as follows. 
1 . . . I 0 
0 .-... 
T 
PYJP(AY> < Y 
So f, = A((py. cp(AY) < y) - 1) (provided 3y q(AY) < y; otherwise ‘fu, = A, ‘). 
Therefore 
&fq)>@Y. &AY) < Y) - I 
and hence 
@Ye CP(AY) < Y) G &fq) + 1. 
This gives a primitive recursive upperbound of the minimization expressed in E. 
Definition 3.4.13. The term F-r E Terms(nT) is defined as follows. 
FT = 1~. /LX < (~(f~)+l. &AX) < X. 
Proposition 3.4.14. ATB: k FT = Fg. 
Proof. Again we reason informally in 
so 
From ( 1) it follows that 
~.YGFB~- 1. &AJJ)~.JJ 
ATBOA. From Proposition 3.4.9 we know E(Fa ), 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
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and therefore 
x < FBtp - 1 --i .f,x = 1, 
and 
x>FFecp - I -+ f@X = 0. 
From (4) and (5) one obtains by ~xtensionali~ 
fm = WBCP- 1). 
Hence again by (1) 
~)(fpn)~F~rp- 1 
(4) 
(5) 
and therefore 
Combining this with (2) and again (1) (ensuring the minimality of F~cp with respect 
to &AX) < x) yields 
FTCP = FB(~ 
and hence by extensionatity 
Corollary 3.4.15. ATB: b I. 
Proof. By the Propositions 3.4.9 and 3.4.14. El 
Now we can formulate the non-conse~ativi~ result obtained in this section. 
Theorem 3.4.16. ATB: is a non-conservative extension of ATA 
Proof. Note that I is an equation in the language of ATA. By Proposition 3.4.5 
ATA ~WT), 
whereas by Corollary 3.4.15 
ATB: I- C(FT). El 
It is important to stress that our results have little to do with proof-theoretic strength 
in the usual sense. Luckhardt [28] presents a system RT f p which has the same proof- 
theoretic strength as Heyting’s Arithmetic. Our specification E is in fact a special case 
of the defining equation for p. It is not difficult to prove that FAT+,, E(F,). As a 
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consequence we can complement the results from Luckhardt [28] with the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.17. rZT + p is u non-conservative extension of ATA. 
Similar results can be obtained for the extension of 1T with a modulus of uniform 
continuity (a so-called fun functional). 
3.5. Non-realizability in second-order lambda calculus 
In this section it will be shown that X is not even realizable in 12T~. This suggests 
that bar recursion is, in some sense, a more powerful extension of IZT than the concept 
of polymorphism (see the discussion in the Introduction). 
The idea of the proof is the same as the proof for LTA (Proposition 3.4.5) but 
the implementation is far more difficult. The presence of a type 2 functional like cp, 
introducing a ‘fatal discontinuity’, would solve the problem. 
A first attempt would be to extend Kleene’s partial applicative structure with codes 
for an oracle function, thus obtaining a relative version of the model HE02. A naive 
solution like adding an oracle cp such that 
fails since an index of such a cp will get lost in the PER-construction. (Let {.}q denote 
the relativized version of { .}. There will be er , e2 such that { er } = 6, and { e2) # 6, 
for some n > 0 but {er}q = {ez}q; cp acts differently on el and ez.) This is not 
just a technical accident but has a fundamental reason: one can show that the Kreisel- 
Lacombe-Schoenfield theorem (see [27]), expressing that all type 2 elements of HE02 
are continuous, can be relativized. Hence every recursion-theoretic oracle is doomed to 
fail. This indicates the necessity of ‘impredicative oracles’. Other well-known model 
constructions for 122 and 12T seem to exhibit an inherent continuity. 
Using the construction of Section 2.6 we can prove an analogue of Proposition 3.4.5. 
Proposition 3.5.1. There exists HO Q, E Terms(122T) such that 
Proof. Suppose 122TA kc0 X(Q). We want to derive a contradiction. We consider the 
model ‘Q (N ). Take cp : IQ’ -+ N such that (~(6,) = n (like in the proof of Proposition 
3.4.5). Construct D E A’%n such that 
Drnlrml = ‘1’ 
if m < n, 
r0’ otherwise. 
Note that ((D)) E dom[OAO-+O];; more specifically, ((D)) E [Al]. Moreover, by the 
Classification Theorem 2.4.8 (i) one has ((cp)) E dom[(O-+O)+O]t, and 
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This implies 
C4a~@,))l,,,:=,,,, PI P’plp(qx=((cp)),~ 
contradicting ‘$3 (N) /== C(@). Note that the Isomorphism Theorem 2.4.9 guarantees 
that distinct natural numbers correspond to distinct model elements of type 0. 0 
Corollary 3.5.2. I,TBi X3 12TA. 
It is open whether A2T* <3 ATBA holds. Moreover the type 2 case is still unsolved. 
The original proof of Proposition 3.5.1 in [43 used essentially the same technique 
but in a more restricted way (aiming just at the non-realizability result above). This 
involved a per model over untyped %-calculus with one single oracle (namely for the 
above cp), with a reduction relation --+q such that 
@ --+c1 ‘q(f) ’ if F D/j, f. 
3.6. Extensions to higher-order lambda calculus 
It is possible to extend our results to higher-order lambda calculi. In these w-order 
systems one considers type constructors. These include all types, but also unctions 
from types to types, like /ZOI.E+X, functionals on these, and so on. In this section we 
briefly describe the systems and our results. 
The (extensions of) the w-order system Aw can be described using the notion of 
kind. Kinds are the ‘types of constructors’. First choose a constant *; the intended 
meaning of * is the collection of all types. Now the kinds of lo are defined by the 
following abstract syntax. 
IM = * / K-46. 
Notice the similarity with the types of A”. 
For each IC E 06, the constructors of kind K (notation Constr,) are defined as follows. 
One easily recognizes the types in %Z as a subcollection of Constr,. For each IC E ad, 
let CVar, be a set of constructor variables. 
8 f CVar, =+ r” E Constr_ 
C E @ * C E Con&,, 
0,~ E Con&, =+ (OS) E Con&,, 
c E Constr,, b” E CVar, * (V%‘.a) E Constr,, 
7 E Constr,,.+, 6 E Constr,, =+ (78) E Con&,,, 
u”l f CVar,, , y E Constr,: * (i;ci?‘.y) E Constrh-,iK~. 
Then, e.g. 3.a*.c~--+cl E Constr *+,*. 
Let 10 range over the o-order systems. Now the collection of terms of lzcl (in- 
habitants of types LT E Constr, ) can be defined. For a proper syntactic treatment one 
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is forced to consider variable contexts instead of annotated term variables. We re- 
frain from going into the details of this. The system AU is the plain w-order calculus 
(without term constants), and loT is the o-order variant of rlT. 
The per semantics of the second-order systems (in a per structure ‘$3 = (A, 1, Y)) 
can be extended to w-order systems, as follows. The higher-order constructors are 
interpreted in the full type structure over PER(A), by setting 
[*] = PER(A), 
[q-V4 = [r&i]. 
Moreover, elements of Constr, are interpreted by extending the per interpretation of 
types into PER(A) described in Definition 23.6. In particular, 
[vcx”.o]< = f\ [b]&W). 
FE[KI 
Without proof we mention the following. 
Theorem 3.6.1. (i) Let !j3 be a per structure. Then ‘$3 is a model of Rw. 
(ii) ‘@ (tV) is a modeE of LoTA. 
Corollary 3.6.2. ATBi X3 ,hTA. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Corollary 3.5.2. q 
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